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Section 1: Introduction

In September 2014, 3Ps was commissioned to provide community research
training and support to put community volunteers at the heart of creating a
vision for Selby Big Local.
3Ps- “People Promoting Participation”, is an established organisation that
specialises in putting people, particularly residents and volunteers, at the heart
of community engagement. All the engagement methods they use are
interactive and designed to generate maximum involvement, particularly from
traditionally ‘hard to reach’ groups.
3PS used a “participatory appraisal” approach in the delivery of the community
research training and support.
This report details work carried out by Roger Newton (3Ps), Ruth Tiernan (Selby
Big Local Community Development Worker), and a number of local residents
trained in community research over the period October 2014 to April 2015. The
core aims of the project were to explore local people’s thoughts and ideas
about where they live, by actively engaging residents in participatory research.
The information gathered from this would then be used to create a vision and
action plan for Selby Big Local.

Background to and context of the research
At the time of publication of this report, Selby Big Local has been up and running
for around 18 months.
Big Local is a long term innovative programme that aims to achieve lasting
change. It provides the opportunity for residents in 150 areas around England to
use at least 1m each to make a significant and lasting positive difference to
their communities. It seeks to enable people who live in the areas to build on
local talents and aspirations so they can identify and act on their own needs to
make their areas even better places to live, both now and years to come.
Big Local is not about government or national organisations determining how
the money is spent; it is not about individual groups fixing their own problem
without consulting widely with the local community; and it is not about short
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term thinking - Big Local areas have 10 years or more to plan and deliver the
best options for their area.
Instead, Big Local puts the local community, and most importantly residents,
firmly into the driving seat allowing them to identify local needs, take action and
make a difference.

For further information about Big Local visit: http://localtrust.org.uk/getinvolved/about-big-local

In October 2013, Ruth Tiernan was recruited as a Community Outreach Worker
to recruit residents to Selby Big Local; to establish the Steering Group; to support
the activities of the Steering Group; and to encourage new residents to share
their views about the Big Local project and how the £1million allocated to it
should be spent. Following a range of public events and outreach work the Big
Local Selby Steering Group was established in spring 2014.
Initially, the group was solely made up of residents from within the Big Local
area. At the moment, the Steering Group has a membership of 14 local residents
and in October 2014, the group invited representatives from a range of public
agencies to join the group: Town, District and County Council as well as Selby
District AVS. The work of the Steering Group is supported by the Big Local Rep
and the Outreach Worker.

The Selby Big Local area
As highlighted in the map on the next page the Selby Big Local area
encompasses three distinct areas. The area includes the largely residential areas
of Flaxley Road estate to the north and Abbots Road estate to the south. It also
includes the town centre of Selby.

Over the coming months and years Selby Big Local will be working with other
local people living in these areas to deliver new and exciting projects that
respond to the needs of people living in these communities.
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What we already know about the Selby Big Local area
There are a range of sources of information available which can tell us what life
is like for residents in Selby North, including feedback from residents and
statistical data.
The Selby Big Local Steering Group has produced a community profile for the
area which aims to provide a “snapshot” of the geography, history and assets in
the area, along with highlighting some of the strengths in the community of
Selby and also some of the challenges for those living within the Big Local area.
During 2013/14 Community Outreach Worker Ruth Tiernan spoke with Selby
residents about their area and encouraged them to share their experiences,
including: what they like about their life in the area, their concerns about where
they live and what ideas they have for events and projects that would make a
positive difference to their lives. These conversations were structured as
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‘listenings’, a process based on the RSLM (Root Solution – Listening Matters)
model developed by Action to Regenerate Community Trust. 1
A ‘listening’ is a structured conversation that aims to ‘ignite the impulse to act’;
encouraging residents to share their experiences of living in the area, what they
like about their life there, their concerns about where they live and what ideas
they have for events and projects that would make a positive difference to their
lives in the area.
These ‘listenings’ have taken place in a range of settings including:


One-to-one through door-knocking;



One-to-one at various events;



Local community groups;



Local schools (primary and secondary).

The majority of the one-to-one conversations took place through door-knocking
work. Members of the Steering Group carried out their own conversations at
various workshops and events.
The results from this listening exercise are summarised in the Community Profile,
but there is also a separate “Listening Report”2 which provides further details of
this.
Along with providing a snapshot of the key themes and ideas emerging from
conversations with local residents, the “Listening report” provided
recommendations for specific groups to target in future research and
engagement exercises. These groups were older people; teenagers and nonnative English speakers, as it was identified that these groups hadn’t been
spoken to in great numbers through the outreach process so far.
The full Community Profile can be downloaded at the Selby Big Local website 3

1

More information can be found at http://www.regeneratetrust.org
The Listening Report is available to download from http://www.selbybiglocal.org.uk/key-documents
3
The Community Profile is available to download from http://www.selbybiglocal.org.uk/key-documents
2
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What local statistics tell us about priorities for Selby Big Local
The North Yorkshire Health and Wellbeing Board is responsible for the production
of a Joint Strategic Needs Assessment to inform the local health and wellbeing
strategy. The Joint strategic needs assessment looks at what we know about the
people of North Yorkshire and their current and future health and wellbeing
needs.
The current Needs Assessment Selby district profile is available from the North
Yorkshire Joint Strategic Needs Assessment website at:
http://www.nypartnerships.org.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=18691&p=0

Local health and wellbeing priorities identified in Selby include healthy ageing,
reducing health inequalities in cardiovascular disease, and alcohol. For more
information see www.selby.gov.uk
and www.nypartnerships.org.uk4

The map below (Fig 1) indicates the Big Local area boundary of Selby within the
red outline and shows how it overlaps a number of district Super Output areas
(area boundaries). It is worth noting that the Selby Big Local area exists within,
but is not the whole of, Selby and this poses a challenge in regards to accurately
interpreting census and other statistical information to give an accurate picture
of the issues affecting the population of Selby Big Local. Because of this the
Selby Big Local area often suffers from the comparison with the wider Selby
District which is overall generally more affluent, and hence its needs may
therefore be sometimes hidden. This may make it harder for organisations that
cover the whole district to prioritise targeting service delivery where additional
input or resources may be required.

4

Selby Health profile (2014). From Public Health England Health Profiles website, available from
http://www.apho.org.uk/default.aspx?QN=P_HEALTH_PROFILES
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Fig 1: Map of Selby Town Big Local Area

However thanks must be given to North Yorkshire County Council who have
helped enormously by interpreting the census data and narrowing it down as
best as possible to give us a picture of the population of the Selby Big Local
area.
The following data highlights some issues affecting the local population that
Selby Big Local may need to consider, although It is important to bear in mind
the fact that the Selby Big Local area is not the whole of Selby when taking into
account some of this.
Fig 2 below shows the distribution of age groups in the Selby Big Local Area. As
with the rest of North Yorkshire, the Selby Big Local area population is increasing
and ageing; with a projected population of 103,400 by 2035. The proportion of
older people is expected to increase, and a decrease in the proportion of
young people (aged 0-19) is expected.
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Figure 2: Distribution of population by age group in the Selby Big Local area
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Fig 3 below indicates that approximately 30% of the working age population
in the Selby Big Local area claim some sort of out of work benefit
Rates of unemployment within Selby North and South are the highest in the
whole of the Selby district, the rate is 3.5 for each compared with an average
rate of 1.45
Figure 3: Out of work benefit claimants in Selby Town Big Local Area
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Rates calculated as a % of the 16+ economically active population. North Yorkshire Headline Unemployment rates
Oct 2013- Sept 2014. Available from http://m.northyorks.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=24085&p=0
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All age all cause mortality for Selby is below the national average. The
average life expectancy for both men and women is also higher than the
national average. However for Selby’s most deprived areas it is estimated
that Life expectancy is 6.9 years lower for men and 7.4 years lower for women
in the most deprived areas of Selby than in the least deprived areas.6 This
indicates that those living in the most deprived areas of Selby may be having
their lives cut short by potentially preventable health conditions.
Implications of local knowledge and data
The initial findings from Big Local activities and local needs assessment data
are crucial in indicating what direction the Big Local Investment might take. A
key aim of the Community Research project was to access further
community feedback on what community assets there are in the area and
what could be done to improve quality of life for people.

Section 2: Participatory Appraisal Research

One of 3Ps’s specialisms is Participatory Appraisal, a form of engagement
that is highly interactive, using a range of visual and interactive methods that
allow everyone to participate and have their say. These techniques are
particularly successful in generating feedback from young people, older
people, ethnic minorities and other ‘hard to reach’ groups.
3Ps’s work is based on the idea that people are experts in their own situation,
their knowledge and experience should be respected, and that they should
be fully involved in decisions or developments that affect them. Whilst they
can organise and facilitate public meetings and events, they prefer to
consult people ‘on their territory’, i.e. by going to places they know they will
be (cafes, supermarkets, sheltered accommodation schemes, parent and
toddler classes, schools, etc.)

6

Selby Health profile (2014). From Public Health England Health Profiles website, available from
http://www.apho.org.uk/default.aspx?QN=P_HEALTH_PROFILES
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i) Methodology
The methods used in the community research were determined by:
● the background to the commissioning of the research
● the existing aims of Selby Big Local
● the context of previous research carried out through the Listening
Report
● the most appropriate methods of collecting data.
This section of the report explains how and why particular types of data were
collected, as well as how the scope and quality of the data gathered was
assessed and where necessary, re-evaluated.

ii) Training

Volunteer community researchers were recruited and trained in Participatory
Appraisal techniques during October 2014. These included:
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Mapping
Timelines
The ‘washing line’
Spider diagrams
Graffiti walls
Cause and effect diagrams.

Photo 1: Community researchers in a training session

Photo 2: A map of Abbots Road created by the trainees
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The research team ‘practised’ their research techniques on each other, so
that their own responses and ideas became part of the research they were
about to undertake.
Photo 3: Part of a timeline representing the history of Selby

iii) Outreach
The community researchers began their outreach work in October 2014.
They completed a total of 12 outreach sessions at a variety of locations,
including:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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ESOL Class (English as second language)
Age UK Café
Children’s Centres
Library
Selby Community Primary School
Community House
Town Hall
Youth Bus

The methods employed by the volunteer researchers enabled them to gain
experience and confidence through approaching other residents in the local
community.
The predominant use of the H-form diagram as a research tool involved
volunteers working together to engage and interview residents regarding
their positive and negative thoughts about the area, as well as ideas they
would like to see put into practice. This information was recorded by a
member of the research group and placed in the appropriate section of the
H-form poster (‘positive’, ‘negative’ or ‘idea’) where the residents as well as
the researchers could then compare what others thought about the local
area. This research tool enabled researchers to work as a team and engage
residents on a one-on-one basis, where they understood that their thoughts
and opinions were genuinely important.
The use of ‘washing lines’ entailed volunteer researchers encouraging
residents to openly peg their opinions about the local area on a scale from
very positive to very negative. This method was useful in public places in
order to attract attention to the project.

iv. Data Analysis
The research team entered all the data into a spreadsheet and key themes
gathered in the research were reviewed by the research team. This review
work was done individually by four of the community research team and fed
back and discussed with the wider research team to ensure their accuracy.
The themes were also fed back and discussed at a Big Local Steering Group
meeting.
The key themes were identified by grouping comments in relation to a theme
heading they could sit within. For instance comments such as “improved
street security” and “something to keep teens out of trouble.” Were grouped
under the theme of Community Safety and Anti-Social Behaviour while
comments such as “a museum in the town” or “The Abbey is a fine building”
Would fall under heritage. These themes were not pre-designated but
emerged added to as the community researchers began to analyse the
data.
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Section 3: Results from the research

This section summarises the key information obtained from the community research
sessions which took place between November 2014 and April 2015, highlighting the views
of local people about Selby.
A total of 1,410 comments were received from 612 people.
A breakdown of the demographics of respondents follows on the next pages.

i) Gender of Respondents
The research has attracted a greater response from females than males; this
may be due to the specific locations chosen (especially at the Children’s
Centres) and the times of day / days of the week chosen to conduct the
research.

Figure 1: Gender of respondents
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ii) Age of Respondents
A broad range of ages was represented and response from the working age
category 20 - 49 years was very high. The younger and older age ranges
proved more difficult to engage, but the outreach at the Youth Bus and Age
UK Cafe helped to include more of the views from these age groups.

Figure 2: age distribution of respondents

iii) Ethnic Background of Respondents
Research respondents defined themselves primarily as ‘British’, with a small
percentage of ‘other white’ and ‘Polish’. The outreach sessions at the ESOL
(English for Speakers of Other Languages) group and Children’s Centre
helped to include the voices of people of Polish origin and from other Eastern
European nations.
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Figure 3: The ethnic background of respondents

iv) Where respondents lived
Respondents came primarily from the Selby Big Local area (77%) with an
additional 9% from the wider Selby area postcode (YO8). The remaining 14%
of respondents came from outside the area (see below).

Figure 4: Where respondents lived
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v) Distribution of types of comments
Responses were themed into ‘positives’, ‘negatives and ‘ideas’. Positives and
negatives were well balanced at around 41% each, and much of the
community research outreach work was focused upon increasing the
number of ideas. By the end of the research the team had gathered 252
ideas and suggestions.

Figure 5: Types of comments
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Section 4. Key Themes
Respondents were asked to identify positives about living in the Big Local
area, along with negatives and any ideas or solutions they had to address
the issues they identified. These comments were analysed and themed, to
give a story of what people in the area felt as most important to their lives.
Each of the themes is discussed in more detail below, starting with the most
commonly noted issues and ending with the least commonly mentioned
issues (see Fig 6 below). This reflects the impressions gained through the
research of what matters most to local people in the Selby Big Local area. It is
important to bear in mind that many of these themes overlap with others, as
issues can often be interlinked and complex.

Figure 6: The ‘Big Themes’ from the research
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A. Community
The most common theme running through this research was the issue of
community. A large majority of people noted that Selby has a “friendly
community” with “helpful people” and for many Selby was a “small town,
perfect size”; “you can speak to everybody in Selby”.
However, there were a number of comments about how “Selby is disjointed;
hard to know what or who is happening where”; and how there was a need
for “more advertising of events and groups”. One individual commented that
“people can be sceptical towards new things/new initiatives”.
This may be compounded by another issue identified by one respondent,
who noted there seemed to be a “lack of community engagement from
Central Council for people in the Centre”. One respondent noted that Selby
“needs more people/community workers to supervise/organise activities and
venues” and another that there needs to be “support for community
activities”.
Suggestions of how things could be changed included “improve
coordination and communication of local events and success stories”, “to
help spread information; a town-wide series of electronic screens to display
meetings, events, adverts etc.” and “information, ‘What’s on?”.
There were several suggestions for community social events, such as “outdoor
parties”, “fun days” and “a Carnival in Selby. Like a village fete”, ”a fair like
Chapeltown carnival in the summer” and “an agricultural fair - a game fair”.
Other suggestions related to more organised “social activities” such as “a
Community Choir”, “Community Radio”, “Community cinema” and
“intergenerational Coffee Mornings”.
Comments also referred to a need for a venue to encourage people to get
together: “more places for social interaction” such as “a Community Arts
Centre”, “a Computer Cafe”, “family venues”, “a nice space for groups to
20

meet for a reasonable price” and “community green spaces”. One
participant noted that there should be a “diversity of community events e.g.
arts based events and local groups”.

B. Sport and Leisure
Another key theme running through this research, noted by many
respondents, was the issue of ‘leisure activities’.
The new leisure centre was highlighted by many respondents as a positive:
“new leisure centre, swimming and the changing rooms” and “new pool”.
However, there were also some negative comments about the new leisure
centre including that there was “no fun equipment in pool”, “poor
administration at the new leisure centre; they need to sort it out, not enough
staff”.
Ideas for improving the leisure centre included; “improve pool”, “pool slide,
“water park”, “swimming lessons for children”, “something for children and
older people <at the> swimming pool” and “skate park would be good at
the leisure centre.”
Continued development of ‘sports activities’ in the town was a key theme
running through the ideas: “bigger range of sports activities”, “cricket
match”, “sports hall”, “water sport activities”, “skate park”, “Selby Park Runs”,
“a motorbike track” and “mountain bike track”.
Youth sport was a specific theme, with comments relating to “more sports
activities for young people”, “free outdoor sports facilities for young people”,
“new girls football team”, “space for young people to show off their sporting
talents” and “invite sporting heroes for young people; skating kids to show
how good they are.”
Exercise and wellbeing classes were also suggested by some respondents,
such as “fitness classes”, “place for activities for women; Zumba/ dance
etc.”, “exercise and socialise for all ages” and “Yoga.”
Suggestions for ‘outdoor activities’ included “gardening projects”, “more
allotments”, “free allotments/veg plots” and “children orientated walks.”
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Many respondents referred to having a ‘Cinema’ in town: “a proper large
Cinema”,”a proper cinema and ice-skating”, “I have to go to Castleford
Cinema at the moment, so local would be good”. Some people suggested
that the “The Town Hall should show modern films”, “films for children at
Cinema (town hall)”, “more popular films at the Cinema”, “improve Town Hall
Cinema promotion; get the word out.”
Other leisure activities included: “weekend activities”, “something like Walkers
Bingo”, “entertainment” and “magic”!
C. Environment
Many respondents appreciated that Selby was a “quiet”, “pretty town”
which “always looks clean” with good “green spaces” and “parks”. The
“canal” was noted by many as a real asset. One person noted Selby is a
“good place for photography”.
However, people of all ages reported dissatisfaction with the state of the
environment in the area; “litter”, “glass”, and “needles” were identified as
problems, along with a concern that this made green spaces unsafe for
young children: “parks are not good; rubbish and glass”, “unsuitable for small
children”, “park is unsuitable; attracts older children so parents don’t take
their young ones in”, “there are some 'iffy spaces' in Selby – needles”. Safer
playgrounds were identified, but these were not local: “playgrounds are ok,
but out of Selby”. One respondent suggested “a park where you can take
kids and cycle track - different area, but still local.”
Other litter related problems included; “beer cans” and “dog poo” and
particular hot spots such as “rubbish at Bishopwood”.
Many suggestions about the environment referred to improved
environmental education: ”educate people about dropping rubbish”,
“encourage a culture of keeping the area tidy”, “encourage respect of the
environment to combat litter” and “foster more responsibility for a clean (litter
free) environment particularly among young people- sense of responsibility.”
Other practical solutions included “litter picks”, “clear up the area”, “more
bins!” and more supervision of parks with “Park Rangers”.
Some comments noted the potential to “improve green spaces”, “capitalise
on existing assets and landscape around us to maximise cohesion and
sustainability”, “community green areas for local people/schools etc.”, “more
use of toll bridge gardens - needs developing and used more” and “Bridle
paths around Selby District.”
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The canal area was seen by some as a an asset that could be made better:
“improvement to canal area <as a> local attraction”, “utilise the river as a
natural corridor.”
Gowthorpe was also mentioned by some people; “plant trees to make it
'softer' down Gowthorpe; improve the main street” and “more trees on
Gowthorpe.”

D. Young People
A lack of activities for young people was a very common theme emerging
from the research and was reflected in comments across all age categories;
“lack of activities for young people”, “nothing much for teenagers”, “not
enough for young adults”, “something for kids to do; they are hanging
around”, “young men have nothing else to do but sit in the park and be silly”
and “inappropriate language from the older children in the park.” Having
something purposeful or creative to do was also noted as lacking; “no
imaginative choices for teenage groups”.
Many respondents also commented that that there was a “lack of facilities
for young people”, “nowhere for teenagers to go”, “no place or venue for
young people to meet” and “no youth clubs”. “The Youth Bus” was the one
service identified for young people that was positive.
Ideas of “more activities for youths” included; “Youth Clubs with sport
activities and music/band practice”, “more for teenagers to do; local bands,
tuck shop, pool table”, “young person's games complex”, “a place for young
people with music etc.”, “more free activities for younger people”, “youth
drama club”, “growing (gardening) project for young people” and “ask
young people to design a skate park”.
Ideas to engage young people in decision making were also suggested;
“youth elections and representation”, “a Youth Forum” and “have a young
person <on the> steering group for Big Local.”
Suggestion for facilities included; “Youth Centre”, “Youth Café”, “Youth Café
on Saturday”, “more for alternative young people. One kind of venue”,
“places for teens to hang!”, “more places for teens!”, “a place for young
people to go with no alcohol”, “free skate park for the kids” and “skate park
for teenagers.”
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E. Community Safety and Anti-Social Behaviour
Although many people regarded Selby as being generally “safe”, one of the
most common concerns raised within the research was the issue of “antisocial behaviour” in the town.
This was raised by young people and adults alike, and related to a range of
issues, including; “drunk people on street”, “unsafe for children playing on the
road”, and “all of the bullies”; “people get bullied by snobs”.
Suggested improvements included: “increase the policing and general
safety”, “safe spaces”, “improved street security”, “more CCTV” and
“something to keep teens out of trouble.”

F. Transport
Some respondents praised Selby’s transport links “good transport links (buses
and trains)”, “easy access” and “you can walk everywhere- it's easy to get
around on foot”.
However, traffic was an issue that frequently came up as negatively affecting
people’s lives in the town, as can be seen from comments such as “too much
traffic”, “traffic in town centre”, ”reduce traffic”, “traffic is a nightmare through traffic through town”, “more houses will lead to congested roads”.
Linked to this was the issue of parking, with “no parking in town centre”,
“parking is always difficult especially with children”, “parking is too expensive”
and “car parking fees are ridiculous”.
Road works added to the problem, with a feeling that there were “multiple
road works at the same time”; “road works; always something being dug up;
creates absolute chaos” and
Traffic on Gowthorpe was of particular concern to some respondents: “they
narrowed the road because they widened the pavement”, “new sleeping
ramps narrow the road on Gowthorpe NYCC”, and “people don't know what
to do on the ramps”.
Suggestions of how to improve the road and traffic situation included: “get
rid of traffic humps and narrowing of road” and “Zebra <crossing> - modern
belisha beacon near Abbey - one at the Abbey and one at
Weatherspoon’s”. More generally there was a call from some for better
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planning, “better architectural planning” and “pedestrianize the town centre
and more seating.”
There were also many ideas for addressing traffic by improving public
transport, such as “improved bus service”, “public transport, especially after
6pm”, “community transport”, “dial a ride” and “access to trains (lifts).”
Other suggestions were made about how traffic could be reduced by
looking at alternative means of transport: “need more cycle paths”,
“cycling”, “Bicycle route on the street to make it safer for children” and
“infrastructure (Cycle paths, coffee shops etc.)”
The “level crossing” and “the By-Pass” were also mentioned as areas of
concern.

G. Town Centre
For some people the town centre “Has everything I need (e.g. shops)”; and
the cafes and food shops were seen as a positive: “lots of shops and cafes”,
“Nice cafes and shops”, “lots of cafes are child friendly”.
However, the mix of shops and restaurants in the town centre were a cause
of concern for many respondents. There was a strong feeling that Selby had
a “lack of nice shops”, with “too many charity shops”; “too many takeaways”
and “too many fast food places”. It was also commented that there were
“too many estate agents” and “Selby is all coffee shops and hairdressers”.
“Betting shops” were also seen as a negative.
Several comments also referred to “empty shops”, and “not enough people
coming into shops”, summed up by a feeling that the “town centre is not a
pleasant environment (especially Gowthorpe)”. Public toilets were also
highlighted as needed in the town centre, and “public toilets in the library”.
It was suggested that Selby town centre needed more diverse shops and
“more restaurants”; “a Marks and Spencer’s Food Hall” was mentioned by a
couple of people. More retail shops and clothes shops were also common
suggestions as well as the need for “more independent shops”.
It was generally felt that the “Town Centre needs help for some of the shops,
because so many have closed”, and the need to “modernise shops and
pubs”. Investment was needed to “increase footfall to high street” and get a
“boost for high street”.
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Creative suggestions for doing this included “Pop up shops“; “Shopping outlet
in town”; and a “Kiosk/cafe/plaza instead of the square outside the abbey –
for colour and for promoting things and chatting”.
“Street entertainment “was mentioned several times, giving the impression
that this would give a more vibrant feel to the town.

H. Isolation
The issue of social isolation was noted by many respondents in the research,
and appears to link with a perceived lack of community activity taking place
in the town. How this affects older people was highlighted by one comment
stating how “older people are isolated- stuck inside with nothing to do”.
However, the issue of isolation isn’t limited to the older generation. A lack of
activities for young people was also a common concern, and can result in
social isolation for children too. One resident reflected on how she worries
about her daughter “sat in her room on her computer all night. She wants to
be out doing things but there’s just nothing for her to do.” (Extract from The
Listening Report 2013/2014).

I. Finance
A concern from some of people’s comments centre around affordability of
activities in the area, with a desire from residents for more free or affordable
community activities: “free outdoor sports facilities for young people”, “more
free activities for younger people”, “things to do for children that are free or
cheap to keep active”. Some respondents also mentioned “money lenders”
as a problem and that some people in the town are “impoverished.”
Establishing a local Credit Union was suggested as one way of helping local
people to tackle financial issues.

J. Heritage
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Selby’s historical assets, in particular the Abbey, were seen by many as a real
positive in the area that could be built upon to improve the quality of life and
to generate more tourism. Whilst one respondent said “The Abbey is a fine
building”, however another felt “The Abbey square is bland and grey” and
more generally that there was a “lack of cohesion in town design (new
buildings could be more fitting to its history).”
There was a common feeling that “Selby Abbey should be promoted more”,
and ideas included opening a Museum and an Art Gallery: “Heritage is really
important - a museum in the town”; “More 'live in museum' interactive lots of
things going on”; “Would be nice to have a museum”. Bringing in the
creative arts to the area was suggested: “Instead of an art camp; look at
widening it to a 'creative' camp. Allows for all to get involved instead of
isolating them”.
This sense of history and heritage could be accompanied by other
information and resources: “more local history information in the library”; and
a focus on “Archaeology”. One respondent reported that the “American
flag design comes from stained glass window - heritage and history”,
demonstrating that Selby has a lot of interesting stories to be proud of that
could be promoted better.

K. Employment
There was a common feeling that “people are struggling to find help into
work”. Along with improvements to adult education a number of comments
highlighted the benefit to having skills and training schemes in the town. One
comment made reference to a need for “more employment in Selby”. “Skills
and training schemes”, job creation schemes and providing “skills to help
people get jobs for all ages” were all mentioned as suggestions for improving
employment opportunities in the area.

L. Children
The Children’s Centre was seen by many as providing important services for
families with young children: “children's centre is the only place for the little
ones in this area”, “children's centre is a good place to come”.
However it was felt that more could be done. For example the lack of safe
play areas for young children was highlighted by comments such as “rubbish
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play facilities” and “park is too tailored to older children”. Another comment
was that there were “not many groups for the little ones” suggesting more
could be done to meet the needs of young children.
Ideas for improving indoor facilities for children included having an “indoor
play area”, “soft play area for kids”, “soft play would be good near centre of
Selby”, “places like this Age UK Cafe - combine soft play crèche in the back
and café”.
Outdoor facilities could be improved by having “local playgrounds for
children under 10”, “put baby swings in the park”.
Better childcare provision was also noted: “improved childcare” and “after
school clubs” were suggested, along with the need for activities during
school holidays: “Summer schemes” and “Kids trips”; “Summer schemes for
primary age children (including free meals)”, and general “well-being
activities for children”, such as a “Treasure hunt” and “children’s craft
centre”.
“Support for parents” was also seen by some as needed in the area.

M. Integration
Members of the Polish community in Selby were spoken to as part of this
research. It was noted by one person that “Polish girls seem to integrate well
and are more adaptable”, and that “over the last 5 years there has been an
increase in learning English in some Polish families “.
However, one Polish woman reported that she felt “Polish people are very
suspicious”, and that “young Polish men (are) not integrating with the English
community”. She also expressed concern that “there has been fighting
between Polish and English after football between young men”, and that she
had heard a young man saying “"I don’t like English people" She felt therefore
that this “will be a problem in the future” in terms of integration between the
two communities.
The possible tensions between the British and Polish communities were
alluded to by a comment from a British resident that Polish people are
“scroungers - shouldn't be in this country”; and another who said that polish
people ” are not aware of dog poo collection”.
On a broader scale the issue of integration was illustrated by a comment that
Selby is “not very 'diverse'; very white”.
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Suggestions to address this included “cohesion specific events” that would
“bring people together, not just in target areas but all across Selby”.
This also related to intergenerational projects to improve integration, such as
“young people working with older people, breach the barrier of age”, “link
elderly and schools - arts/community”, and “a place for young and old to
exchange skills and stories”.

N. Local Services
The Children’s Centre and local library were seen as real positives in the area:
“Library is a really good resource”; “Library is child friendly” and “children's
centre is a good place to come”.
Concern was raised by a few respondents about the impact austerity and
budget cuts would have on local services. The local Children’s Centre and
Library services were noted in particular: “Changing the children's centres
affects a lot of groups”; “Library is under threat”.
Suggestions for keeping and improving local services included “Keep the
good bits with most impact with our work”; “make sure that services continue
at children's centre”, “different days of the week for children's centre
provision. Alternate days week to week?”
It was noted that the Big Local is already having an impact in supporting
local services: “Big Local working in partnership with what's already
happening”; “Big Local supporting groups at children's centre”. Other ideas
for how the Big Local could continue to support local people included “Early
Word project; identify vulnerable children. Need volunteers or help from Big
Local” and “Homestart for Selby”. More generally, one person noted the
need for “better engagement from the council toward the people in Selby
town centre and area”.

O. Arts
Whilst one person mentioned “Music at the Town Hall” as a positive, the “Lack
of entertainment” and a lack of venues for arts and music were mentioned
as a downside to living in the Selby Big Local Area.
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A number of respondents suggested that an “art gallery” would be beneficial
to the town. Others suggested the community would benefit from a “Diversity
of community events e.g. arts based events and local groups”.
Suggestions for arts events included more “craft fairs” and a “Youth drama
group”. Another suggestion for encouraging more activity in the arts included
“a “live in” museum- interactive with lots of things going

P. Education and Training
Whilst “good schools” in the area were noted as a positive, the lack of
training and employment opportunities was raised several times by
respondents. One noted: “Training is very confined to employment that is
restricted to a small zone of opportunities, (resulting in) limited horizons”.
Another noted that the issue of lack of opportunity starts early in the
education system: “There is a huge gap in attainment for pupils on free
school meals”.
Adult education also emerged as an issue with a number of participants
highlighting the lack of availability and affordability of adult education. A
need for “affordable night school (adult education)” and “adult learning
centres (with childcare provided)” were highlighted as issues.

Q. Market
Responses relating to the market suggested that it was in need of
improvement with comments such as “market is untidy now”, “the Monday
market needs revamping urgently” a need to “make the market tidy like it
used to be” to be “more attractive and better quality” and to “make more
use of the market place.”
Suggestions on how to improve the market included having “more regular
markets” such as a “food festival to bring people to the town” and a
“Continental market.”

R. Older People
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A lack of activities for older people was highlighted as an issue by some
participants. Some people saw solutions in connecting older people with
younger generations to provide “a place for young and old to exchange
skills and stories” through activities such as “inter-generational coffee
mornings” or creating a “link with the elderly and local schools”.
Other saw education as an option for more activities with suggestions such as
“affordable night school” and a “university of the third age.”

S. Tourism
There was a feeling from many respondents that lots could be done to
improve tourism in Selby. Responses included a need to improve promotion
of Selby “to create a "market town feel good factor", to “Promote the history
of Selby” with a “need to go up market and sell itself more.”
Suggestions on how to improve tourism included “Tourist Hub at the Abbey”,
“street entertainment”; “More development and investment around the
canal to improve tourism to area”; “heritage walks” and to improve
promotion of local events.
Public transport also proved to be an issue with tourism with many feeling
poor transport links to and from Selby holds the town back in terms of tourism,
a regular response being that; “more transport needed, especially after
5pm.”

T. Health
One positive comment related to the local “hospital - A &E in 10 mins –
amazing!”
However some comments were made about the range of health services
provided for groups of disabled people. For example “no provision for the
hearing impaired. No lip reading classes, no get togethers”.
More generally, one respondent noted that there were “lots of obese people
in Selby”.
Suggestions for improving health services in the area particularly focused on
mental health, and included “Counselling services”; “Social prescribing. GP
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prescribable craft workshops for people with depression”, “Counselling
Service - especially around mental health - something outside GP service - no
meds!”, “Utilising the hospital better - better care at hospital - lots of people
have to travel to go in” was also mentioned.
“Classes and get togethers for the hearing impaired. E.g. coffee mornings/ lip
reading classes” was another idea.

U. Local Economy
Issues around the local economy tended to focus on Selby’s role as a
shopping centre and its place as a market town. Comments included:
“shopping bits need improving,” “too many empty shops, with the need for a
boost to the high street” and to “increase footfall to the high street”.
High business rates and rents came up as an issue on a number of occasions.
One comment observed that the “Town Centre needs help for some of the
shops, because so many have closed.” Another suggested tackling this issue
by “putting rates and rents down a lot to get more businesses” into Selby.

Section 5: Conclusions and Next Steps
This research has been conducted by local residents living in the Selby Big
Local area, to gain the views of other residents in the area and nearby
surroundings.
It offers a ‘snap shot’ of people’s views about the Selby Big Local and
surrounding area, and including their suggestions and ideas about what
could be done in the future to improve people’s quality of life.
It is recommended that future planning in the area takes account of the
themes that have emerged and builds on the ideas contained within them to
improve the quality of life for people living in the Selby Big Local area.
The next steps for Selby Big Local are to use the findings from the Community
Research report along with those in the Community Profile and Listening
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Report to develop a “vision” for Selby Big Local and a plan for how the Big
Local funding will be spent over the coming months and years.
Visioning events will take place throughout spring/summer 2015 where the Big
Local Steering Group will be engaging with residents to explore with them
their vision of how they would like Selby to be in the future.
Following this process the Steering Group will use the findings from the
research and visioning process to begin to draw together their plan for Big
Local, which they aim to have completed by autumn 2015.
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